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ABSTRACT

As climate change progresses, legislators are discussing different ways to wean the
United States economy off CO2 emitting fossil fuels. However, many states in the U.S.
rely on fossil fuel production to fund their state and local budgets, with one of the most
common expenditure uses being public education. The COVID-19 pandemic gave a
glimpse into the struggles some states might face when demand for fossil fuels
decreases. I hypothesize that a positive correlation exists between fossil fuel production
and per pupil education expenditures in states that produce fossil fuels. Relying on data
on state-level fossil fuel production and per pupil expenditures on elementary and
secondary education from 2009 through 2018, I find that fossil fuel production does
have a positive relationship with education expenditures in fossil fuel-producing states.
From a policy perspective, my findings imply that resource-rich states will need to find a
way to cope with budget losses in the transition to a clean energy economy to
compensate for potential future budgetary shortfalls.
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INTRODUCTION

The United States has bountiful resources that are attractive to local

governments as sources of revenue. Many politicians argue for more robust 'energy

independence' through the means of extracting more oil, gas, and coal within the United

States. However, should it be considered 'independence' when essential services like

education rely on fossil fuel extraction? Depending on resource extraction to fund

education is a dangerous game as the revenue from fossil fuels is subject to fluctuations

in the energy market and state and federal regulations. In contrast, education is

something that needs steady, reliable support. With the looming inevitability of climate

change, fossil fuel production will need to be phased out. Without the revenue resulting

from fossil fuel, essential funding for essential services at the state level will be in

trouble.

My study's motivation stemmed from a concern for the future of education in my

home state of New Mexico as our country begins to grapple with the climate crisis. New

Mexico is the third-largest producer of crude oil in the United States (Energy Information

Administration 2020). Over half of the revenue produced in New Mexico is used to fund

public education in the state (Newell, Raimi 2018). New Mexico is also a primarily blue

state with a Democrat Governor, and both the state legislature and Congressional

delegation are majority Democratic. Being both a top fossil fuel producer and a

Democratic-leaning state is uncommon - each of the other top five crude oil producers

in the U.S. all lean Republican. It is a widely known fact that Democrats advocate for

climate solutions more ardently than Republicans. It makes sense that states that

depend on fossil fuel revenue for their budget may not elect leaders who advocate for

reducing emissions. New Mexico, however,  produces large amounts of fossil fuels
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while still electing leaders who advocate for their reduction. Because of its unique

position, New Mexican elected officials are some of the few Democrats who advocate

for climate solutions while pointing out that the federal government must at the same

time help states whose budgets will falter under a transition to a clean energy economy.

This line of thinking is not standard, however. Citizens' Climate Lobby (CCL), a

grassroots advocacy organization that lobbies for carbon pricing at a national level,

holds a large constituent lobbying day each year and conducted an analysis of the

contents of the meetings that take place during that lobby day every year since 2014.

The citizen lobbyists advocate for the Energy Innovation and Carbon Dividend Act (H.R.

763 2019). This carbon pricing bill would dedicate all of its revenue to US households in

the form of monthly dividend checks while transitioning the country into a clean energy

economy. In 2016, the analysts started tracking if the topic of "local government costs",

defined as "the issue of how local governments, which do not receive a dividend, will

deal with the costs" (Richter, DeYoung, Krause 2020). In the five years that the topic of

"local government costs" has been tracked, it has come up in less than 1% of meetings,

typically out of over 500 lobby meetings each year (Richter, DeYoung, Krause 2020).

The topic, however, is seemingly on the rise ever since the 2020 election.

President Joe Biden made clear during his campaign that he intended to transition the

United States to a clean energy economy and put the country on track to reach net-zero

carbon emissions by the year 2050 (Climate Plan 2020). Legislators in resource-heavy

states have been quick to point out that if enacted without any sort of fallback

mechanism, states that rely on fossil fuel production revenues for significant portions of

their budget will be struggling to fund essential services like infrastructure and public

education. (Texas Oil & Gas Association 2020).
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It is essential to understand the effects fluctuations of state fossil fuel production

have had in the past to predict what might happen during a transition to a clean energy

economy. My research question is, "what effect does the increase in fossil fuel

production have on public education expenditure?".

I believe there is already an association between state-level production of fossil

fuels and per pupil expenditures on elementary and secondary public education in fossil

fuel-producing states. (Per pupil expenditure being the average number of US dollars

spent per student in the state's public K-12 education system.) If my hypothesis is

proven correct, this association will suggest that resource-heavy states will need

assistance with state and local budgets to fund essential services such as public

education as the United States transitions to a clean energy economy.

This study investigates the relationship between state-level fossil fuel production

and public education funding through a quantitative analysis. I use the Energy

Information Administration data on energy production as my primary independent

variable and data from the US Census Bureau on per pupil public elementary and

secondary education spending as my dependent variable. I also include data from the

U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis and the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics for control

variables. All datasets include each of the 50 states and District of Columbia and span

from 2009 through 2018. This nationwide data spanning an entire decade allows me to

conduct an analysis unlike ones that have been conducted in this topic area previously.

A preliminary analysis of the data shows a stark difference between average per

pupil expenditures in fossil fuel-producing states and those that do not produce fossil

fuels, with fossil fuel-producing states spending a considerable amount less on

students. My formal analysis results confirm a positive relationship between fossil fuel
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production and education expenditures in fossil fuel-producing states, even when

controlling for state and year fixed effects as well as GDP and unemployment.

From a policy perspective, my findings imply that resource-heavy states will need

to find a way to cope with budget losses in the transition to a clean energy economy.

Because public education relies on fossil fuels, resource-heavy states will require

assistance from the federal government under any major climate legislation as they find

a way to restructure their budgets. Without funding assistance, resource-heavy states,

which on average already spend less on students than non-resource states, will be

forced to cut back on public education funding.

LITERATURE REVIEW

My thesis's research focused on three different topics: 1) the collection and

expenditure of fossil fuel revenue in states, 2) the relationship between fossil fuel

production fluctuation and public education expenditures, and 3) the complications of

state budget reliance on fossil fuel revenue.

The collection and expenditure of fossil fuel revenue in states

States collecting revenue from fossil fuel production and using it for essential

services is integral to my thesis. While the federal government also taxes fossil fuel

production, most regulation and taxation occurs at the state level (Newell, Raimi 2018).

States that collect revenue from fossil fuels are able to decrease taxes on other parts of

the economy while still maintaining benefits (James 2015). While a $1.00 increase in

resource revenue is associated with a $0.25 decrease in non-resource revenue, it is still

associated with a $0.43 increase in government spending and a $0.32 increase in
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public savings (James 2015). These prospects are, of course, attractive as a way to

increase state budgets without increasing taxes on residents. Most commonly,

resource-heavy states collect revenue through severance taxes and similar

mechanisms, state oil and gas leases, local property taxes, and federal leases (Newell,

Raimi 2018).

The states with the highest rent levels from fossil fuel revenues are Alaska,

Arkansas, California, Colorado, Kansas, Louisiana, Montana, North Dakota, New

Mexico, Ohio, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, Utah, West Virginia, and Wyoming

(Newell, Raimi 2018). These states' production makes up for 99 percent of crude oil and

97 percent of natural gas onshore production in the United States (Newell, Raimi 2018).

Fossil fuel revenue from these 16 states is primarily spent in five ways: 1) current

expenditures through state general funds; 2) state trust funds; 3) immediate education

expenditures, 4) education trust funds; and (5) local governments (Newell, Raimi 2014).

Figure 1 below shows the local government destination of fossil fuel revenue by state,

and Figure 2 shows the aggregate revenue source and revenue destination for the 16

highest fossil fuel producers in 2013 (Newell, Raimi 2018).

Figure one below shows how the 16 highest rent-producing states spend fossil

fuel revenue. While the breakdown of revenue destination varies, all states save Alaska

and Pennsylvania spend a significant portion of fossil fuel revenue on public education.

Texas, New Mexico, and Wyoming spend the vast majority of their fossil fuel revenue on

public education. Figure two shows how fossil fuel revenue is collected and where it is

distributed. When combining school trust funds and school districts into one public

education category, it accounts for over two-thirds of total fossil fuel revenue within all

16 states.
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Figure 1. Local government destination of fossil fuel revenue (Newell, Raimi 2018) 

Figure 2. Fossil fuel revenue source and revenue destination (Newell, Raimi 2018)

The relationship between fossil fuel production fluctuation and public education 

expenditures

Although there is a clear pattern of resource-heavy states spending fossil fuel 

revenue on public education, not many studies analyze one's effect on the other. One 

study that does looks at the Texas Shale boom of the early 2000s and its effect on the 

local public schools. The Texas shale boom, which started in 2006, created an 

exogenous shock on the local economy, making it well suited for studying the impacts of
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rapidly increased fossil fuel production. The rapid increase in resource extraction in

Texas tripled the average shale school district's tax base, allowing for increased public

education expenditures (Marchand, Weber 2019). Research showed that education

expenditure per pupil increased substantially more in shale oil districts compared to

non-shale districts (Marchand, Weber 2019). Contrary to expectations, there was a

decline in student performance on standardized tests and attendance rates during the

analyzed period, with a steeper decline in shale oil districts relative to non-shale districts

(Marchand, Weber 2019). The discrepancy in performance shows that while an

increase in fossil fuel production has an apparent positive effect on education

expenditures, the increase in spending is not associated with increased student

performance.

A similar study was conducted that spanned across six states that experienced

booms in fossil fuel production - Pennsylvania, Ohio, West Virginia, North Dakota,

Montana, and Colorado (Ratledge, Zachary 2017). The study found disparate results

between eastern states that experienced a boom in the Marcellas gas basin relative to

western states that experienced a boom in the Bakken gas basin (Ratledge, Zachary

2017). The Marcellas area saw a statistically significant increase in per pupil spending.

Simultaneously, the Bakken area saw a statistically significant decrease in per pupil

spending, appearing to be caused mainly by student population increase driven by

families moving into the area for jobs created by the energy booms (Ratledge, Zachary

2017).

While both the Marchand and Weber and the Ratledge and Zachary studies help

to understand the potential effects of increased fossil fuel production on education
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expenditures, they are limited in that they are only analyzing the results of a significant

exogenous shock rather than a gradual increase or decrease of fossil fuel production.

Complications of state budget reliance on fossil fuel revenue

The piece of research that none of the previous studies mentioned touch on is

why it is a challenge for state budgets to rely on fossil fuel production to fund essential

services like public education. Relying on resource extraction to fund education is

subject to substantial risk as the revenue is subject to fluctuations in the energy market

and state and federal regulation. In contrast, education is something that needs steady

support. Fossil fuel production levels and prices can fluctuate even from one quarter to

the next, creating a significant forecasting and budgeting challenge for states that

depend on their revenue (Morris 2016). States who lower non-resource taxes after

booms in extraction will struggle even more to make up their budget when faced with

busts in resource extraction. These challenges exist under the current operating

procedure.  Resource extraction will only become more volatile as the United States

transitions to a clean energy economy. Under most scenarios consistent with keeping

global temperature increase below two degrees centigrade, the barrier for avoiding the

worst effects of climate change, fossil fuel CO2 emissions must drop rapidly to near

zero by 2050 (Erickson, Lazarus, Piggot 2018).

What my thesis will add

The current literature on fossil fuel revenue, state budgets, and public education

funding does an excellent job at painting the picture of this policy challenge. I intend to

do my best to add a few missing pieces to the current literature. Mainly, the current
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literature could benefit from a study that includes all 50 states and the District of

Columbia to provide a nationwide story and an analysis that spans a decade rather than

just one point in time or one resource boom. My analysis will also incorporate controls

for state-level GDP and unemployment, which could reasonably be indicators of a

state's ability to increase education expenditures.

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Current research on state government spending of fossil fuel revenue shows that

one of the most common expenditure avenues is public education (Newell, Raimi 2018).

While the percentage of education funding from state versus local versus federal

government varies from state to state, the states that produce more fossil fuels have a

higher state-level funding percentage on average (U.S. Department of Education 2018).

New Mexico, the state with the largest share of its fossil fuel revenue going to

education, is ranked third in the country for state-level education funding, with 70% of

New Mexico's public education expenditures deriving from the state government

(Newell, Raimi 2018) (U.S. Department of Education 2018). Since current literature

shows that 1) increases in revenue from fossil fuels lead to increases in state budgets,

2) the most common fossil fuel revenue destination is education funding, and 3) states

that produce fossil fuels have a higher percentage of funding levels from the state

government, I suspect that there is a positive relationship between fossil fuel production

and public education expenditures in states that produce fossil fuels (James 2015)

(Newell, Raimi 2018) (U.S. Department of Education 2018).
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Figure 3. Conceptual framework

However, it is unlikely that this trend will hold throughout the entire United States 

because many states have zero fossil fuel production. I use this discrepancy to my 

advantage when conducting my analysis, as discussed later in the variable descriptions.

Hypothesis

I hypothesize that increases in state-level fossil fuel production will lead to 

increases in state-level elementary and secondary education expenditures in fossil 

fuel-producing states.

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS

Research design

Since I am using panel data, I will be conducting my analysis with a fixed-effects 

regression. My first model will look at the relationship between total fossil fuel 

production and the difference between actual observed per pupil expenditure and 

national average per pupil expenditure. The second, third, and fourth models will add 

independent variables to control for state fixed-effects, year fixed-effects, GDP, and
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unemployment. I will also conduct two separate robustness tests. The first will look at

the relationship between total fossil fuel production and the difference between actual

observed per pupil expenditure and national average per pupil expenditure. The

second, third, and fourth models each look at a different fossil fuel type separately: coal,

oil, and natural gas. The second robustness test will look at the relationship between

total production and per pupil expenditure.

My baseline can be written in the following form:

𝑌
𝑖,𝑡

 =  β
0

+  β
1
𝑥

1,𝑡
+  β

𝑖
𝑗=2

𝑛

∑ 𝑋
𝑗,𝑡

+  γ + δ + ε
𝑖,𝑡

represents the dependent variable. As demonstrated later in this paper, there𝑌
𝑖,𝑡

is a noticeable difference between average education funding levels in fossil

fuel-producing states and non-producing states. Knowing that funding levels in

resource-heavy states are lower than non-producing states, I can create a variable to

analyze the difference between actual observed per pupil expenditure and national

average per pupil expenditure and analyze how producing oil moves education

expenditures closer or further away from the national average. The result is my

dependent variable. In one of my robustness checks, I use log total per pupil

expenditure as the dependent variable. represents my independent variable. My𝑥
1,𝑡

primary independent variable of interest is the log of total production. Total production

includes production from coal, oil, and natural gas. represents a vector of control𝑋
𝑗,𝑡

variables. My control variables are unemployment and GDP.  Both variables could

reasonably be helpful indicators of a state's budget in a given year and therefore dictate
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education spending. I also incorporate log production of coal, oil, and natural gas as

control variables in my robustness checks. represents state fixed effects. State fixedγ

effects control for all state characteristics that do not change over time. representsδ

year fixed effects. Year fixed effects control for factors changing each year that are

common to all states. represents the error term. The error term explains theε
𝑖,𝑡

difference between the results of the model and actual observed results.

Datasets

The first major data set is from the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA).

The complete dataset is the "State Energy Data System (SEDS): 1960-2018

(complete)," although I am only utilizing years 2009 through 2018. This data looks at

each of the 50 states and the District of Columbia's total yearly energy production. EIA's

data set gives total production numbers for biomass, biofuels, coal, ethanol, geothermal,

hydro, noncombustible renewable energy, natural gas, nuclear, crude oil, solar, wind,

and wood energy. It presents the data in various units, including thousand barrels,

billion British Thermal Units (BTU), million BTU per short ton, thousand BTU per cubic

feet, and million cubic feet. I only use coal, crude oil, and natural gas production data in

billion BTU for my analysis.

The second major data set comes from the US Census Bureau. The first

piece of data is the “Per Pupil Amounts for Current Spending of Public

Elementary-Secondary School Systems: US and State: 2012 - 2018”. Since this data

set does not include the entire timespan of my analysis, I also appended “2009 Public

Elementary–Secondary Education Finance Data”, “2010 Public Elementary–Secondary
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Education Finance Data”, and “2011 Public Elementary–Secondary Education Finance

Data”.

I used two additional data sets for my control variables. GDP data comes from

the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis. Unemployment data comes from the U.S.

Bureau of Labor Statistics.

RESULTS

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

Log Total
Production 510 8.34 6.4 0 16.76

Log of distance
from nat'l avg
per pupil expend.

510 8.35 0.84 0.0003 9.71

Log GDP 510 12.19 1.03 10.16 14.9

Unemployment 510 6.11 2.36 2 14.6

Log Coal
Production 510 5.84 6.22 0 15.85

Log Oil
Production 510 6.53 5.59 0 16.03

Log Natural Gas
Production 510 6.94 5.98 0 16.07

Table 1. Descriptive statistics

Preliminary findings

Frequency charts for variables are in the appendix (figures 5 through 11).

Graphs plotting average per pupil expenditures in non-production states, low to

moderate production states, high production states, and all states are in the appendix

(figures 12 through 15).
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As is evident in the figures 12-15 in the appendix, states with no fossil fuel

production enjoy higher per pupil education expenditures than both low to moderate

production and high production states. In fact, in the timeline examined, low to moderate

production states never reach the per pupil funding levels that non-production states

start with. High production states only reach it at the very end of the timeline. The line of

best fit is steepest in no production states, suggesting that per pupil spending increases

more substantially over time in states that do not produce fossil fuels at all compared to

those that produce any amount.
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Regression analysis

Table 2. Baseline model

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

FE FE FE FE

Variables

Log total production -0.107*** -0.0991*** -0.0939*** -0.0953***

(-0.0355) (-0.0288) (-0.0345) (-0.0343)

Log GDP -0.751 -0.495

(-1.015) (-1.167)

Unemployment -0.000525 -0.00872

(-0.0388) (-0.0396)

Year FE Yes Yes

State FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Constant 9.244*** 9.282*** 18.29 15.29

(-0.296) (-0.238) (-12.46) (-14.25)

Observations 510 510 510 510

R-squared 0.041 0.106 0.099 0.11

Number of states 51 51 51 51

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

As shown in the baseline model above, log total production has a statistically

significant negative relationship with the dependent variable. As production increases,
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the difference from the national average per pupil education expenditure decreases.

This relationship means that since fossil fuel-producing states on average spend less on

their students, as they increase fossil fuel production, they move closer to the higher

national average expenditure. This result is in line with my hypothesis that increasing

fossil fuel production is correlated with increasing public education expenditures in fossil

fuel-producing states. In addition to state and year fixed effects, I also included GDP

and unemployment as control variables, both of which could reasonably indicate a

state's ability to spend more on public education. As shown above, their inclusion had

little effect on the primary independent variable.

In addition to my baseline model, I ran two separate robustness tests. The first

robustness test analyzes the relationship between total fossil fuel production and the

difference between actual observed per pupil expenditure and national average per

pupil expenditure. The second, third, and fourth models analyze each fossil fuel type

separately: coal, oil, and natural gas. This first robustness test (figure 16 in appendix)

finds a statistically significant relationship between total fossil fuel production and the

difference between actual observed per pupil expenditure and national average per

pupil expenditure, as well as between oil production and the difference between actual

observed per pupil expenditure and national average per pupil expenditure. This result

suggests that oil production has a more significant relationship with per pupil

expenditures than coal or natural gas production.

The second robustness test analyzes the relationship between total production

and per pupil expenditure. This robustness test (figure 17 in appendix) finds a

statistically significant relationship between total production and per pupil expenditure in

the third model, which includes controls for GDP, unemployment, and state fixed effects.
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Limitations

While this study makes a clear and compelling case that there is indeed a

relationship between fossil fuel production and education expenditures, further research

could enhance the opportunity to find solutions to the policy challenges ahead. One

limitation of this study is the unavailability of data on fossil fuel production revenue.

There is no national database for state-level data on fossil fuel production revenue, and

very few studies exist that have tried to incorporate it. In a conversation with Daniel

Raimi, co-author of "State and local oil and gas revenue sources and uses," he shared

that their datasets required dozens of sources for each state. This is because no state

gathers revenue the same way or reports it in the same manner and that the data

spanned 16 spreadsheets (Raimi, 2020). Raimi's extensive data was for a study only

looking at one year and a handful of states compared to my attempt to analyze all fifty

states and D.C. over ten years. This current limitation presents an exciting avenue for

future research on fossil fuel revenue and its impact on education expenditures.

Future research may also include an independent variable measuring local

property tax data. Property taxes are a common funding source for the local

government component of education expenditures. It would be interesting to see how oil

revenues influence local tax rates in states with abundant oil wealth. A better

understanding of these dynamics would be critical in conducting further analysis.

POLICY IMPLICATIONS

While further research could enhance a study on the relationship between fossil

fuel production and public education expenditures, the data presented above still
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validates that fossil fuel revenue is important for education funding in the states that rely

on that resource for their budget. With Democrats in control of the House, Senate, and

Administration, it seems inevitable that more robust climate solutions than any seen in

the past decade will emerge. Republicans have begun vocalizing their concerns with

different climate solutions - education funding being one of them.

When President Biden halted new oil and gas leases on federal lands earlier this

year, some sounded the alarm about what this might mean for public education. On

February 17th, 2020, State Superintendents and Commissioners of Education

representing North Dakota, Montana, Alaska, and Utah wrote to President Biden

opposing the leasing ban, citing the benefits fossil fuel productions bring to their states'

education funding (Balow et al. 2021). U.S. Senator John Barrasso (R-WY) and U.S.

Representative Liz Cheney (R-WY) both came out against President Biden's leasing

ban, citing concern over education funding (Senate Committee on Energy and Natural

Resources 2021).  Republicans argue that if the U.S. moves away from fossil fuels, as

our current President has promised, fossil fuel-producing states will be in a dire

situation.

The question before us now is how to address this tradeoff. While my study

reinforces the above Republican leaders' reasons for concern, we should not have to

choose between funding children's education or protecting their future environment. I

will delve into three courses of action below: from inaction to a proposal circulating think

tanks the past year to a proposal that has the potential to address both issues but has

yet to gain traction.

One: do nothing. This is the course politicians have been taking for decades on

climate change. This neither addresses the climate crisis nor addresses the fact that
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states that produce fossil fuels have lower per pupil expenditures than states that do

not. If we stay the current course of inaction, education expenditures will remain

unequal, and our planet and everyone who inhabits it will suffer. Doing nothing is not a

viable option.

The second course of action addresses the need to bolster states whose

revenues have fallen due to a steep decline in gas production since the onset of the

COVID pandemic: a large government buyout. This buyout would entail the federal

government calculating the number of funds a state would be projected to receive over

the next ten years and offer the state that amount of money in exchange for the actual

accrued funds going to the federal government (Kelly and Rowland-Shea 2020). While

the policy proposal does not mention education, there is no reason why states could not

plan to allocate a percentage of those funds to education until they figured out how to

fund education from elsewhere. This proposal also does not have any concrete actions

to address climate change, but it would at least reduce the burden on fossil

fuel-producing state governments if politicians enacted emission-reducing policies.

A third policy proposal that could be tailored to both combat climate change while

helping fossil fuel-producing states manage their budget is carbon pricing. Economists

revere a carbon price as the most efficient method to solve climate change (Wall Street

Journal Editorial Board 2019). When boiled down, carbon pricing is simply a correction

of a market failure. Society is currently incurring costs of climate change caused by CO2

emissions, yet that cost is not accurately reflected in the price of fossil fuels. If we priced

fossil fuels to reflect their true cost, it would allow clean energy and sustainable

business models to become more competitive and result in a reduction of emissions.

Furthermore, carbon pricing results in a massive pot of revenue. In just one year, a $25
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price on carbon would have a gross revenue of 140.8 billion dollars (Citizens' Climate

Lobby, 2019). Revenue like this could fund many things. Revenue destinations in past

carbon pricing bills in Congress range from checks to American families to funding

research and development to helping train displaced fossil fuel workers for new jobs.

One thing that has never been suggested in carbon pricing legislation is funding public

education in states that depend on fossil fuels for their state budgets. Based on my

research and prior experience working with carbon pricing, an ideal method of carbon

price revenue distribution would a) send payments to those under a certain income

threshold to protect consumers from higher prices and b) distribute block grants to

states based on three different criteria: 1) a calculation of how much revenue they would

lose from reduced fossil fuel production, 2) how many fossil fuel workers would be

pushed out of their jobs and require transition assistance, and 3) a calculation of

resources needed to adapt to effects of climate change. One of the most significant

benefits of this carbon pricing proposal is that it makes it more palatable for

Republicans, who have been wary of carbon pricing in the past. Calculating state block

grants based on fossil fuel revenue and fossil fuel workers would benefit fossil

fuel-producing states, which tend to lean Republican.

CONCLUSION

My study's motivation stemmed from a concern for the future of education in my

home state of New Mexico as our country begins to grapple with the climate crisis. This

study's main finding validated this concern: fossil fuel revenue is tied to education

funding in the states that rely on that resource for their budget. This is seen clearly by

per pupil expenditures moving closer to the national average as fossil fuel production
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increases. The United States has a long way to go in combating climate change, and it

is clear that public education funding needs to be part of that conversation.

Democrats and Republicans have long grappled with climate change - whether

that be on if it exists or not, or what the best course of action is. Education funding has

started to become part of the equation, especially as an excuse to keep a course of

inaction. However, the idea that we can’t both act on climate and protect education

funding is a false dichotomy. Two potential solutions include: 1) a large government

buy-out from fossil fuel revenue in resource-rich states, and 2) carbon pricing with

revenues directed to personal payments and state block grants.

In conclusion, based on the data represented above, it is clear that any large

federal climate solution must include public education funding as part of its legislation,

or students in resource-heavy states will suffer. Based on my research, the most

effective and politically palatable way to address the tradeoff between combating

climate change and decreasing public education revenue is a carbon price with

strategically diverted revenue.
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Figure A1. Total state fossil fuel production frequency, 2009-2018

Figure A2. Difference between observed state per 
pupil expenditure and national average per pupil 

expenditure frequency, 2009-2018
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Figure A3. State GDP frequency, 2009-2018

Figure A4. State unemployment frequency, 2009-2018
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Figure A5. State coal production frequency, 2009-2018

Figure A6. State oil production frequency, 2009-2018
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Figure A7. State natural gas production frequency, 2009-2018 

 Figure A8. Per pupil expenditures between 2009-2018 in all states
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Figure A9. Per pupil expenditures between 
2009-2018 in states with no fossil fuel production

 Figure A10. Per pupil expenditures between 
2009-2018 in states with high fossil fuel production
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Figure A11. Per pupil expenditures between 
2009-2018 in states with low to moderate fossil fuel 

production
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Table 3. Robustness check 1

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3 Model 4

FE FE FE FE

Variables

Log total production -0.0953***

(-0.0343)

Log coal production 0.015

(-0.0255)

Log oil production -0.122***

(-0.0426)

Log gas production -0.0492

(-0.0527)

Log GDP -0.495 -0.692 -0.494 -0.601

(-1.167) (-1.123) (-1.145) (-1.153)

Unemployment -0.00872 -0.0104 -0.00719 -0.0104

(-0.0396) (-0.0389) (-0.0394) (-0.0397)

Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

State FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Constant 15.29 16.8 15.24 16.13

(-14.25) (-13.82) (-14.08) (-14.13)

Observations 510 510 510 510

R-squared 0.11 0.078 0.113 0.09

Number of states 51 51 51 51

Robust standard errors in parentheses 
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Dependent variable: Difference of actual per pupil expenditure compared to national average (log)
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Model 2 Model 3 Model 4Model 1

FE FE FE FE

Variables

Log total production 0.00353 -0.00167 -0.00378*

(-0.00674) (-0.00292) (-0.00217)

Log GDP 0.277***

-0.00535***

(-0.00176)

0.498***

(-0.0646) (-0.0785)

Unemployment -0.000796 0.00343

(-0.00368) (-0.0031)

Year FE Yes Yes

State FE Yes Yes Yes Yes

Constant 9.292*** 9.269*** 3.296*** 5.923***

-0.0562 (-0.0267) (-0.806) (-0.943)

Observations 510 510 510 510

R-squared 0.001 0.716 0.651 0.742

Number of states 51 51 51 51

Robust standard errors in parentheses
*** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Table 4. Robustness check 2
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Dependent variable: Per pupil expenditure (log)
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